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TECHNICAL INFO
Launch date: 30th September 2021

GAME NAME BUILD YOUR EMPIRE GAME ID 3311

RTP 96% REEL TYPE CLUSTERBUCKS

MAX PAYOUT 1,035x MATRIX 7X7

VOLATILITY MEDIUM POSITIONS 49 CLUSTERBUCKS

HIT FREQUENCY 23% MIN. BET 0.20

Features

CLUSTERBUCKS 4 adjacent symbols collapse into 1 paying symbol, granting a respin.

RACKING UP RICHES Winning combinations stay during respins. Symbol values increase.

RESPINS Everytime a cluster happens, one respin is awarded

FREE GAMES 8 or 30 free games

Min. Devices

ANDROID IOS

X SAMSUNG GALAXY
NOTE 8 8.0.0 X IPHONE X 12.1

X NEXUS 9 7.1.1 IPAD 5TH GEN 12.1

SAMSUNG GALAXY TAP
A 10” 7 IPHONE X 11.2.5

X SAMSUNG GALAXY S6 6 MIN DEVICE/OS X IPAD AIR 2 11.3.1

IPHONE 6S 11 MIN OS
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Markets
UK| .COM | Alderney | Malta | Gibraltar | Isle of Man | Latvia | Croatia | Estonia | LATAM | Sweden | Denmark |

Spain | New Jersey | Michigan

Languages

Bulgaria (bg), Czech (cs), Danish (da), German (de), Greek (el), English (en_gb), English (en_us), Spanish (es_ar),

Finnish (fi), French (fr), Italian (it), Japanese (ja), Korean (ko), Dutch (nl), Norwegian (no), Polish (pl), Portuguese (pt_pt),

Portuguese (pt_BR), Romanian (ro), Russian (ru), Slovak (sk), Turkish (TR), Swedish (sv), Traditional Chinese (zh-hk)

In-Game Promotions
Free Bets; Free Bets Adaptive; 3x Payouts; 3x Payouts Adaptive; Feature Boost; Feature Boost Adaptive.

High 5 Games Promotions
High 5 Games offers a collection of ready-to-go (no

integration needed)  in-game promos that can be

customized to suit your casino players: 2x/3x Payouts,

Feature boosts, Super boosts, Free bets, and more!

All promotions can be tailored to your needs, from cost to

number of spins granted, as segmentation and other

parameters.

We also offer Rapid Rewards, a ready-to-go Network

Promotion that runs weekly with a 10,000 prize pool.

Get in touch to know more:
b2baccounts@high5games.com
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ABOUT BUILD YOUR EMPIRE - RACKING UP RICHES
Collect and cluster materials to build your very own empire! Use wood, stone, fires and gems to raise your

fortress, and claim the crown to become the king!

Example of Mobile base game with clusters, and Desktop base game respin after clusters formation (top), and clusters and respins in bonus (bottom)

A colorful medieval theme supports this ClusterBucks game, where every 4 adjacent symbols collapse to
form one paying symbol, and where you can experience our very unique tumbling mechanic - Racking
Up Riches!: When clusters are formed, a respin is awarded, keeping the winning clusters and replacing all the

other symbols with new symbols that might form further clusters. Respins continue as long as clusters can
be formed. Same clustered symbols increase their value notably: the more same kind symbols, the more the

payout. Symbols can also be double or triple, allowing for quicker cluster’s formation.

3 or 4 Bonus symbols award 8 or 30 free games. During free games, at the start of every spin and before

any symbol appears, 1 to 3 adjacent paying symbols (clustered symbols) are placed randomly next to

each other, expanding the chances of making new clusters of the same kind.
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FEATURES

+ = + =

Clusterbucks mechanic
Wins are accomplished when 4 symbols of the same kind are adjacent to each other, collapsing into 1 single

paying symbol.

Racking Up Riches
Our unique tumbling mechanic keeps cluster symbols,

and replaces the rest through a respin. Respins

continue as long as new combinations are formed,

always keeping the paying symbols (the more symbols

of the same kind, the more their value grow). Payouts

happen when no more combinations can be made.

Random Cluster’s placement (Bonus)
Before every spin on free games, 1 to 3 clusters of the

same kind are placed next to each other. This allows

for guaranteed wins and increased payouts on the

subsequent same symbols, as their value will be

increased quicker.
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Get in touch:
b2baccounts@high5games.com


